06-29-2016 Angarsk Russia – LEOx2 – Suspect Chase – Attempted Rescue

Lieutenant Eugene Bumazhnikova
Senior Police Lieutenant Alexei Matonin
Two police officers were drowned in the river during the
pursuit of a fugitive in Angarsk
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STATE OF EMERGENCY
06.29.2016
On the eve of Angarsk was a
tragedy: two policemen
drowned while on duty. DPS
officers Eugene wallet and
Alexei Matonin detained
drunken drivers - a local
resident of 27 years. Law
enforcement officers began
to fill the protocol violations,
and the man in the
meantime decided to escape
and ran into the river
Kita. DPSnikov also entered
the water, but there is no
longer returned.

Drunk driver decided to escape from the traffic
police in the water, but law enforcement officers
climbed into the river Kitoy after him and did not
return

- The driver was in an inadequate state say dead colleagues. - The man ran to the
river and jumped into the water. Two
inspectors, to keep him from drowning,
also dived in Kita. On the shore was
another police officer. As a result, the
offender was still alive, and the inspectors
were missing.
Lieutenant Eugene
Bumazhnikova

The police said that the operation to
search for the bodies had not yet
completed.

- Body E. Bumazhnikova rescuers lifted about an hour the night. A. Matonina
looking still - told the police.
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But the intruder, as it turned out, was alive and well - he got safely to shore,
despite the state of alcoholic intoxication. His today detained and taken to the
police to testify. As it turned out, he had already caught on driving two years ago,
drunk.
Police Irkutsk region has expressed condolences to the bereaved families and
Bumazhnikova Matonina, the first of which worked in law enforcement for 8 years,
and the second - 11. Both officers were young children.

In the Irkutsk region policeman was killed trying to save a
drunk driver
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=ru&u=https://www.gazeta.ru/aut
o/2016/06/29_a_8342771.shtml&prev=search
Alina Raspopov 29.06.2016
One traffic police officer drowned and another was missing after trying to detain a
drunk driver in the Irkutsk region. Got on repeat drunk driving motorist jumped
into a mountain river to hide from law enforcement. Law enforcement officers
followed him to get out of the water, but could not swim back. The intruder
escaped, and he was arrested, and police search for the missing continues.
An unusual chase ended with a sad ending ordinary verification of the documents
from the driver of VAZ-21140 with three traffic police officers in Angarsk, Irkutsk
region. Late in the evening on June 28 traffic police crew stopped the driver of
domestic passenger cars as it turned out, 26-year-old young man had signs of
intoxication.
He behaved as the police claim is inadequate and tried to hide from the inspectors,
jumping into a mountain river Kita - it is about her and inspectors on duty.
"Given the fact that the citizen was in danger, police Lt. Eugene wallet and Senior
Police Lieutenant Alex Matonin taken steps to his rescue by throwing him into the
water, - have told in the regional head office of MIA. - Another colleague traffic
police inspectors followed the coastline and coordinate their actions, until he lost
sight of.
For the offender and police investigation search operation was organized, which was
attended by 170 Police Officers and Emergency Situations Ministry. Together, they
combed the coastline and explored the nearby gardening. Divers checked the
bottom of the river.
As a result, about an hour the night downstream body was found 31-year-old
Lieutenant Eugene Bumazhnikova with signs of drowning.
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He worked in the police for about eight years, the deceased inspector survived by
his wife and 6-year-old daughter. The search for Alexis Matonina continues - the
police, he is 11 years old, has two children of 12 and four years.
As for the drunk driver, the alcohol does not prevent him to swim and reach the
village - Man found in a rented apartment in the town of Kita is located five
kilometers away from the scene. It turned out that the detainee Nikolai Rukosuev
has a criminal record for theft, and in 2014 had already been brought to
administrative responsibility for driving while intoxicated. Now for repeated such
violation could face criminal penalties and up to two years in prison.
"This is a mountain river, a large, wide, and very deep, for a very fast, - told"
Gazeta.ru "a local administration MIA.- Previously, it was floated on the forest. As a
result, the driver was lucky and the guys - no. "
On the video channel of the "Angarsk Alive" on YouTube users posted operative
video, which detained the driver was taken to the scene for evidence. The man
admitted that he did the day before sat behind the wheel drunk, and very sorry for
his actions.
However, he said that only feels guilty for his drunk driving, but not for the death of
a police officer.
"He drank two glasses, sat down, I thought that I shall reach up to the house - told
the man standing on the shore in the background working divers.- The wife's
brother's birthday. "
As explained in the press service of the State Ministry of Interior in the Irkutsk
region, is currently searching for a missing police officer continues. On-site
specialists are working on boats and equipment for diving.
Members of the Public Council under the management of Ministry of Internal Affairs
of Russia in Angarsk expressed condolences over the death of the traffic police
inspector Eugene Bumazhnikova and do not lose hope of finding his partner alive.
"In carrying out their duty, Eugene gave the most precious - their lives, - said
chairman of the board of Olga Zheltonogova. - We do not lose hope that his
partner, a senior police lieutenant Alexei Matonin will be found alive, and the
originator of the incident will incur the deserved punishment. 26-year-old driver on
the road represented a mortal danger, while his actions were not stopped by police
crew. The act of a citizen, which became the cause of much human misery, it is
impossible to measure the administrative or criminal law. "
Now the police will find out why a drunken driver in the pitch dark night managed
to get out of the river, and two inspectors were in mortal danger.
Investigation verification is conducted on this fact the investigating authorities SU
IC Russia in the Irkutsk region.
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"Currently, the complex of measures aimed at establishing all the circumstances of
the tragedy.
Insurance investigators are working at the scene. The audit will be made a legal
decision ", - reported in the department.
It is noteworthy that shortly before the incident, the local law enforcers have
already showed similar courage. A member of the Irkutsk police June 26 jumped
into the Angara River to save a drowning dog.

In the Angara region detained the intruder who drowned
saving a police officer
http://newsrussia.xyz/in-the-angara-region-detained-the-intruder-who-drownedsaving-a-police-officer/
June 29, 2016
KRASNOYARSK, June 29 — RIA Novosti. Police detained the intruder, who,
fleeing from police in Angarsk, Irkutsk region, jumped into the river, and for him to
rescue, rushed two inspectors GIBBD, one of whom was killed and the fate of his
colleagues is still unknown, the press service of the regional interior Ministry
cupola.
“Officers of the interior Ministry of Russia on the Angarsk arrested the culprit of the
tragedy that occurred yesterday evening on the river Kitoy… as a result of the
measures taken, the wanted managed to hold in a rented apartment in the village
of kita, located 5 kilometers from the place of incident”, — stated in the message.
According to the interior Ministry, the detainee 26 years, he was previously
convicted for theft, and in 2014, was cited for driving while intoxicated.
Earlier, the interior Ministry reported that the incident occurred on Tuesday evening
when the crew of traffic police stopped the car VAZ which driver on external signs
was in a state of alcoholic intoxication. In drawing up the Protocol on administrative
offence the man had behaved inappropriately and tried to escape by jumping into
the river Kitoy. Given the fact that running away was in danger, police Lieutenant
Eugene Wallets, and a senior police Lieutenant Alexey Malinin rushed into the water
after him.
The third inspector was at the Bank and coordinated their actions while not lost
sight of.
To search for the intruder and the police were immediately organized search
operation, during which was found the body of Eugene Bumazhnikov. Currently the
company is actively searching Alexei Matonina.
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In Angarsk already a week looking for a policeman, leaped
into the river with the offender
http://newsrussia.xyz/in-angarsk-already-a-week-looking-for-a-policeman-leapedinto-the-river-with-the-offender/
July 4, 2016
Searches of the employee of traffic police
Alexey Matonina, who together with his
colleague jumped into the river to rescue
from the water of the offender in
Angarsk, Irkutsk region, continues;
police volunteers from the local
community, reported the press service of
the regional Department of internal
Affairs.
Earlier it was reported that on Tuesday
evening. the crew of traffic police
stopped the car VAZ which driver on
external signs was in a state of alcoholic
intoxication. In drawing up the Protocol
on administrative offence the man had
behaved inappropriately and tried to
escape by jumping into the river Kitoy.
Given the fact that the citizen was in
danger, the inspectors of traffic police
have taken measures to rescue, throwing
himself into the water after him. The
result is tragically killed 31-year-old
police Lieutenant Eugene Wallets, his
body was later discovered downstream of
the river with signs of drowning. A search
of the second of the inspector DPS.
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in photobanks started checking after the
death of a police officer, rescued
narushitelnitsa later detained in a rented
apartment in the village of Kitoy, located
5 kilometers from the scene. It was them
26-the summer man who is earlier
judged for theft, in addition, in 2014, he
was cited for driving while intoxicated.
Now solves a question on excitation of
criminal case for repeated control of the
car while intoxicated.
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“The police do not stop searching for the inspector of traffic police Department of
the MIA of Russia for the city of Angarsk Alexei Matonina missing on 28 June while
trying to save the drunk driver, hiding from the police,” — said in the message.
The police reported that a considerable help in the search have locals who examine
the area provide boats. According to volunteers, Monday will be monitored for
surface water Kitaiskom bridge. Because of the rise of the water level, it is likely
that the body will be put in place.
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